
Lockdown Drill
Chelsea Dingman



Keep thinking of the dead babies the dead
babies the dead so like the babies at the ends
of our fingers the babies that will grow
to leave too fast if they live long
enough the babies that mothers once held inside
like secrets they promised to keep
safe—keep thinking that no one is safe
if not the babies if not the near-visible 
bones we grow to outlast us        keep thinking
nothing lasts while the sun sinks below
the late winter horizon the hours of daylight 
getting longer but only by seconds  
the bones grown away from us like the babies
so close to being the only evidence of angels
the babies that moved through the world
just yesterday & now move in the dark
beyond the windows beyond the glass
lake of memory   keep thinking 
there are reasons for everything 
but do not find a single reason for a bullet
to enter a baby like a wind that opens
a door it can’t close keep thinking
we’d do anything to deadbolt the doors
to shut out the wind to put breaths back
in their bodies to give them a new history
a new exit strategy a world where hate is not
a bullet where dead babies aren’t snowflakes
fallen to rest under our feet where the babies that live
at our fingertips are what we hold instead
of what we could be holding 
when to hold them is never enough is never 
enough is never enough



Subjective Pain Scale
Chelsea Dingman



Every second, a woman is killed.
The news are filled with women
who were someone before they were

lost. A monster is not always the creak
on the staircase, the stray
man in a white van parked at the corner

store. I’ve been told so many truths
that I wear like tacks in my back
to remember how it is for women

to be raped, strangled, spit on,
groped, stalked. How to be left
penniless. Childless. Or child-sick

for the left child. How to make excuses
last as long as the vowel in a name. 
How to forgive the tongue, the fist, 

the spit. Stake me home. Stake
each woman in my heart. Stake their voices
to the wind like scales

played on the keys of the piano.
When called to testify, guilt is a second heart
-beat tucked in the deserts of so many

wrists because, sometimes, even with hands 
over our hearts, a small lie is easier. 
The bleached curtain of the body, not yet

broken. Not blessed. No, not.  Not yet. 



Listening to Billie 
Holiday After the 
Shootings
Chelsea Dingman



The piano. Her voice. The dark
outside. A thousand branches,
but no wind. Not tonight. 

The broken world, drawn in
indigo. The world, broken
by all that is living & not living.  

The phone has wrung
all day. All day,
the voices. On the news.

At the schools. Now, I need
to hear the dead sing
as if a gone daughter was once

real. As if she sings from inside
a chrysalis. As if, from inside
this night, she might sing

home the bodies, failed
by so many. I hear
the piano again. Her voice.
 
My heart slows for a second.
There is no explanation
for this kind of fear: the wait 

for what goodbye brings. 
The lie that is stillness. 
How long can a woman be 

so sad? And this blue world 
we’re offered—how long
can anyone survive this? 



The Interview
Chelsea Dingman



Dear convict wind, lying
         low in the pines—: I want to talk
about the girl. The cigarette left
          in the thicket. The road
beside the woods. How no one stops
            for strangers now. The moon, caged
by the earth’s gravitational pull— 
         a man was there, but he didn’t belong
to her. He was the door
         to the house she ran from, her mother
whispering hush, the dog barking 
         in the dark cloak room. The man
couldn’t hear the wind, the traffic
         rushing past. He couldn’t sleep
in the thin trouble of his body. A vessel,
         stale with cigarettes & whiskey. And the girl:
she doesn’t belong in this story. No girl does. 
         The story that wends through the woods. 
The story that is the hiss of the cherry,
         on her cheek. The fire that tore through 
a daughterhouse. Where did you last see
         her? Did it hurt when her skin fell clean off 
the bones? Did she cry for her mother, 
         her mother, crying come home 
on the local news? O culprit: in the woods, 
         as the pines stand silent as witnesses,
we wait for you to make anything rise. 



They Find Your Body 
in Another City, & 
Text Me a Photo
Chelsea Dingman



    “The dead do not cease in the grave.”-Srikanth Reddy, Voyager

Of all of the things you used to say
 we harm only ourselves is the truth

here, alive. There is little truth
in disappearance. It’s still raining.

You were alive last week.
Another town is ravaged by rain

in Texas. In Florida, rain is prayer. 
Sacrifice is knowing the end

will come, like the credits, & not turning
away, but moving toward the dark

where I can’t find you. Maybe love is 
movement. I’m not sure it matters. Our history 

is the patterned sky. The slow deaths
of the palm trees. The lives 

we’ve given up when we didn’t have to.
The ways we know harm

by touch. By excuse. By this silence 
that replaces sex. Or lust. 

Or language. Too soon, the truth will be
that nothing lasts. Not memory.

Not time. Not the hands
cupping the rain. Warm & alive.



Ephemera
Erika Goodrich



At dusk, months after the last funeral
I unearth boxes of papers & polaroids, play LP’s
 
on the antique Crosley & listen with my lips. 
Against my back, the moon’s bone-

white light slides across floorboards like fingers 
in search of something just beyond its reach. 

I drink scotch & dig through old photographs. 
Faces stare at me like dandelions dying

in a field. Inscriptions of name & dates, faded.
And now there’s no one left to tell me who they are

who I am. My hands cup the flame of a lighter. I look up: 
stars pinned to the night like butterflies in a shadowbox. 

But doesn’t night end? Doesn’t everything resurrect? 
Even fields rebirth without bidding.
 
Still, tonight, bands of moonlight wrap the necks 
of live oaks, pines & palms. Still, 

I want to know the names, the faces. 
For breath to be more than escape from a feral body.



Judges 4: 17-21 
Haley Morton



I have loved three men more than god: my father,
   my grandfather
  and the psychologist who convinced my grandma to leave him.
My grandfather,      who forgives me for not being at his funeral, 
an addict as much as any winter 
in Wisconsin, 
all his alcohol forgotten and forgiven  
by his son’s heroin,  
his wife’s pills, their eventual divorce. 
I love him because of the doe my sister became.    The way her legs splintered 
she broke          into bipolar disorder 
like a color of her eye. 
I have loved every woman more than god--     my grandmother’s silence
     in the spots like brail 
      on her skin  how she never thought to 
forgive my grandfather for it.
How she left him, and left him and he stayed left until his death.
How little she loved him. 
How she watched his shaking break like a fever
into Parkinson’s    and she ironed the tremors out of his 
clothes, with winter every- 
where in Wisconsin just like every year since Moses 
brought snow down from the mountaintop     with the commandments 
and now I        hold 
that distance 
from god in my boots when I walk home 
from any hospital. 
I walk and the sun smothers
its face and I remember the women’s voices
  singing me to sleep as a child,    songs I never know,
   like the strangers that scratch the trees outside home.



Ode To The Bruise I 
Left On Your Shoulder
Haley Morton



that looks like Idaho, but I’ve never been to Idaho
and neither have you.
We exchange a look like clothes
hanging out to dry and fall
asleep with that blueberried blade
of shoulder.
 
I have never made anything out of another person.
 
You tell me you made a cauliflower 
out of the boy who touched
your sister. You
marooned-up your knuckles and bulged up his eyes, ears, nose. 
 
I had never made anything out of another 
person. But there it is, midnight fog,
threat of blood.
There it is: tooth mark or thumb print, tie dyed to your 
back that I don’t remember 
leaving. 
 
I swear it winks at me sometimes when you’re steady-breathing and I’m sweat-drenched and panting 
from the window heat.
It winks like cats wink at you through house windows.
It winks like I am outside and you are inside.
Or you are inside and I am outside.
 
You say it doesn’t hurt.
I wish it did.



i. prophe-see 
Kwame Opoku-Duku



an old creole man approaches the 
pulpit/ slowly/ wearing a baggy three
piece suit/ white hair in cornrows/ he
acknowledges the congregation with
a gesture of his hand/ removes a
handkerchief from his pocket/
wipes the corners of
his mouth/
says/

now i call this prophe-see
somebody that can see
i can see
everybody can’t see
& if you can’t SEE
well
you gon get tripped/

(YES LAWD)
you see
WE 
WERE SLAVES/
(OH YES WE WERE LAWD/
MMM HMM)
& that graveyard back
there/ 
that was OUR graveyard/
 (YES LAWD)

my AUNTIES 
are in that graveyard/ my GRAND-
MAMA is in that graveyard/ &
when i die/ GODDAMMIT/ i’ma be
up in that muthafuckin graveyard/ 

you SEE?

I KNOW WHERE I COME FROM/
 (YES LAWD)
i can SEE/
 (YES JESUS)
YOU UNDERSTAND?
 (MMM HMM)
I’M TALKIN HALF &
QUARTER NOTES/ 
(YES)

THAT’S WHAT I’M TALKIN 
BOUT/ 

THEY NOT BOUT 
THAT LIFE/

 (NO THEY NOT LAWD)

TELL ME WE AIN’T PROD-
UCED NOTHIN/

(*low & steady moans*)



ii. dance moves
Kwame Opoku-Duku



the old heads say 
the world is burning,
watching youngins 

milly rock in 
the streets, bodies engulfed 
by the glow of their 

blackness, no fucks 
given, ain’t got time 
in these streets.

and it’s true, really. 
the world is burning.
at its core we’d evaporate 

like an orgasm in 
the night sky,
have our souls flown 

to heaven by 
God’s benevolent birds.
i used to be a youngin. 

i used to wild 
wilder than the wildest.
i’ve watched young 

men of color 
spontaneously combust.
these days, 

i evangelize 
like a dime store preacher,
scrutinize the suits 

of other preachers,
envy the humility of 
those more favored.

i am so scared i want 
to die with my eyes open.
i never turn my back 

on anybody, never 
trust without power.
the devil preys 

in liminal spaces,
uses pebbles instead 
of boulders,

talking plenty
slick, like he’s the only 
one who could

really know God, 
who could really 
love Him. 

and you’ll say it’s 
more complicated.
it’s always 

more complicated.
i say, lord, take everything 
but my dance moves.

i submit myself 
to your will.
your grace 

a pashmina in 
the crisp new york 
air. i’ll lay myself 

prostrate 
and pray for 
more heat.



iii. nigghazal (prophe-see)
Kwame Opoku-Duku



the old creole man stops
for a moment/ he has forgotten
where he was/ looks down
at the pulpit, looks up at
the congregation & 
remembers/

WE
tell our stories/ we
have a lot history/ a lot

of black history/ because
we black/ they have a lot
of white history/ because they

white/ & our histories are inter-
twined/ there are some good white
folks out there/ we wouldn’t

be free if it wasn’t for those
white folks/ a lot of white folks
died so we could be free/

& none of this will change
the fact that we are
niggers/ but

if in this world/ i must die as a nigger/
i’ll be glad i got to live as a nigger/

i was MVP of my high school track team
and outran the other teams’ fastest niggers/

pops said to be humble tho/ the white man wants
you to be an ‘in the streets/ assed-out nigger/’

they say/ in order to speak on my behalf/
you got to become a pastor-type nigger/

i get tight when people tell my brother to 
pull his pants up/ they don’t know/ that’s my nigga

and no/ it may not elevate the culture/
but i love a girl who’ll smoke grass with a nigga/

i play pris’ners in plays and dope boys on set/
but i’m just happy when they cast a nigga

and that’s real talk



iv. the old head verses 
(ecclesiastes) 37-44
Kwame Opoku-Duku



37 i walked through years of
 fog/ before i felt the breath 
 of the sea on my face/ the 
 lonely moon framed/ soft
 against the black night/
38 i tried to remember my hardest losses/ 
 what is a man/ after all/ 
 if not a vessel for his fears? 
39 what are fears/ but a reminder 
 of what he loves? a photograph
 of his slaves and a dog/
 his favorite sports team and
 intoxication/
40 when i was a child/ & comfort was 
 measured in warmth/ by the 
 spoonful/ we tilted our heads 
 to the side and sang 
 happy family/ 
41 i am reminded now of all the family
 i will never know/
42 but i can’t seem to remember
 pain/ no matter how hard
 i try/
43 memories ain’t worth a damn 
 if they can’t pay the rent/
44 it’s true/ i had heroes/ before
 i saw how the sausage gets 
 made/



UTICA, OHIO
Darren Demaree



There is a metaphysical assumption
that transcendence begins in the mind
& I have risen many times

that way, but in Central Ohio
it takes a little extra to be lifted
above the diamond cutters

& small-town politicians
that you know were forced
to leave the church deacons

because they were watching girls
change in the basketball locker room.
It takes good, hard drugs

to believe that you have the ability
to range into a naturalness
that feels as large as the world

& I find no fault in those that take
drugs to escape, but I miss
so many people 

that never came back to me. 



Shells
Steve Abbott



By that time her house was nearly empty,
 white gingerbread trim repeated on dollies
etched like bleached tattoos on arms and backs

of the oversized chairs and overstuffed couches,
 only scattered pieces remaining.
Each room resonated to footsteps, vacancies

amplified by everything that had fled her
 pieces at a time, removed for safekeeping
when she could no longer function alone.

At the nursing home, others brought only distress
 or annoyance, claiming to be daughters or
nephews, most looking—for all her squinted effort—

like faces in a stranger’s photo album. Sometimes
 she just nodded, features foundering in the swells
between an embarrassed smile and anxious eyes,

as if agreeing she understood nothing she saw
 could be trusted, nurses and visitors refusing
to admit they were grandchildren or childhood friends,

the man in the blue jeans claiming, I’m David, your son.
 Doctors discussed a woman not in the room, gone
somewhere else: She’s healthy as a horse, but…

She floated in that contradiction. Remembering
 how water’s surface remains placid even as
every molecule frantically collides

with surrounding molecules, billions of times
 a second, I watched her eyes dart like light
between ripples, alternating serenity

and terror at having been cast up like this
 on a foreign shore where everything wavered—
definition, fact, belief, sequence,

past and present swirled into waves that break
 her into colorful shards, scattering fragments
in the backwash, no hint of who she’d been

or the maelstrom dragging her down, refusing
 to drown her. I shivered at the eels of doubt
and rage I imagined rolling her brain, and when she asked

for the third time, who I was, I hesitated,
 remembering the hint of mothballs and the odor
of age, and efforts to cover them—potpourri,

air freshener, mildew cakes in closets—
 that clung to her house like a shroud as I walked

its rooms, heirlooms and valuables vanished

with the stories she’d told about them, touchstones
 for memory’s juggle of beauty and pain.
Few houses are sadder than the almost empty,

the lone shoe and crumpled dress revealing what’s gone,
 remnants outlasting spirits breathed into them,
hollows a reminder of this body I’m in.

On a nighstand I found a fish bowl shaping
 a collection of seashells culled from both coasts:
umber fading to white, speckled fans in pink

and purple, the whirlpool blues and grays staring
 like parrots, burnished sundials going to gold,
spirals winding stairways of abandoned castles,

graceful architecture exquisite and barren.
 I turned one tiny alcove in my hand, praying
its iridescence would reveal something

of the anatomy of loss. Nothing.
 When I carried it to her, she studied the globe
like a child, frenzied beyond containment of

a miracle. Her fingers traced the open face
 of the jar as she named what seemed parts of
her own body: scallop, mussel, cuttlefish, cowrie,

limpet, retrieving a vanished litany
 trapped beneath the barnacled surface of her
own voyage, its years. A familiar

grace in the transparent world lifted her,
 dove-shell and angel’s wings a visual mantra
only she could hear. Then her eyes

floated up jellyfish in the glass, the reflection
 wavered as if in water, fluid wrinkles
dissolving certainty. She sank back into herself

with shipwreck eyes, the moment retreating
 like a riptide where she floundered, wandering
refugee in ghost towns of the sea.

At low tide she wander the wrack line, asking
 the daily question of when her husband,
a decade dead, will arrive to touch her cheek.

Our eyes go to the horizon as Anna pats her
 hand, coos the promise: He’ll be here
tomorrow, Ma. Johnny will be here tomorrow.



The Torturer’s Daughter
Steve Abbott



When he gets home, he’s taken off the gloves. Inside
them is a softness her hair releases in his hands, and after

her bath he slowly combs the strands matter to her neck.
The smooth strokes are whisper into another place, into

the face of a blindfolded form strapped to a chair, jaundiced
light refusing to brighten the chill smeared on walls.

He bounces her on his knee and sings an old folk song,
a mountain tune she hums quietly to herself, twisting

her doll into a dance. His fingers clench and relax
as the melody brings into focus the room where

they call a scream the song, a spasm of shrieks
the chorus, where splintered arias invoke passive gods

with weeping that fills the gaps between questions.
Slipping from his lap, the girl takes the comb, tugs it

through the yarn hair, still learning pressure and
release, how to measure each pass of plastic teeth

so the doll isn’t torn beyond repair. She cradles
the cloth form as he tuckers her in bed and whispers

love until she’s so still he can’t tell if she’s breathing.
In the morning, after potatoes and eggs, he kisses

her, opening the door to a yellow courtyard and
what he does to hold their shared world in place.



The Memory of August
         after fiber art by Zhao Dandan

Steve Abbott



Light is finding its way across
the undisturbed surface of things
where you and I move, isolated flakes

gathered as in a blue boat, its prow
parting the insistent cold with hope
of something to knot us together.

In this drifting, the air between us
muffles sound, insulates us from
a world awash in anxious blips, the beep

and buzz of machines, our sacrifice
of touch. And this reaching, its inability
to grasp how mysteries accept attention

in the absence of understanding.
Somewhere here is a memory of August,
a slowness that exposes an eternal

stillness, like snow’s quiet merging
of pieces. In this white and silent distance
from the sun’s low arc across the sky

I feel its indifference to my blindness
to how a wheel moved by a constant treadle
sharpens me to this invisible edge.



Tending a Fire
Steve Abbott



When the creation that warmed
and fed has consumed itself,

collapsed into pulsing fists,
the spaces poking creates

are slivers of another life.
An opening becomes uplift,

updraft that draws wraiths
of smoke along charred edges.

What appears vacant
between logs is where

a future rises, first as ripple
of heat, then movement

that becomes flame
finding its way

upward, pulling me
with it, pulling me in.



Rooted
Steve Abbott



A fish in a water world, I swam in
the place I was born, knowing nothing else.

One deep season merged with another
without ripple. The equation

simple: I was in the place I was.
Breezes speckled me with shadows. 

Snow came and went, city’s clay bowl
a place warm as I could want.

Every day the broiling south called
itself better, a smooth road offering

myths of eternal sunshine and
no hint of melanoma. An old song

claims the west is the best,
and I’ve glided its blacktop threads

across deserts, cracked terrain 
crumbling like ancient pottery.

Back at home, the expanses opened
inside remain vast in their chronicle of

roots, sharing the stillness
of trees in Greenlawn Cemetery,

what their patience reveals. I awaken
defined, comfortable within

horizons, each morning shaped by
a wind that holds me in place.




